
Germany is credited with the first “modern”

Christmas tree, in which devout Christians would

bring entire trees into their homes as a memorial

for God. When trees were not accessible, wood

would be piled with Evergreen stacked around, as

a sort of do-it-yourself Christmas tree. German

protestant, Martin Luther, is believed to be the first

to add candles to the tree. This German tradition

came to America around 1830 when a family of

German settlers set up a Christmas tree in

Pennsylvania. While this tree was introduced in

America, it was not accepted for years until a

certain monarch deemed it acceptable.

CHRISTMAS TREES
THROUGH THE AGES

BY

Kylie Clackley, Sophomore

The most wonderful time of the year is here again!

Many American traditions are practiced without

question, but the history is rarely mentioned. The

use of Christmas trees originated in Ancient Egypt,

and traveled to Rome and Germany, until

eventually becoming a staple in American

Christmas culture. The first form of a Christmas

tree appeared during the celebration of the

Winter Solstice; during the Winter Solstice, the

Egyptians believed that during the winter, the sun

god Ra became ill and weak. They celebrated the

winter solstice because it meant that at last, the

sun god would begin to heal. Evergreen boughs

reminded them of all the green plants that would

grow again when the sun god was strong and the

warm weather would return. The Romans had a

similar solstice tradition. With a feast they called

Saturnalia, they honored Saturn, the god of

agriculture. Evergreen boughs were brought into

their homes in honor of the upcoming crop

seasons in hopes of fruitful orchards. 
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NOVEMBER
COMMUNITY
HAPPENINGS

BY

Kelsey O’Donnel, Junior

Peer Tutoring

The National Honor Society’s peer tutoring will

continue weekly after winter break, so stop

room 122 in  between sessions on Tuesdays

and/or Fridays for some extra help! 

Homecoming

On January 15th, basketball is hosting a

homecoming dance in Shipyard Park. Stay on

the lookout for more information on the

Oceanside website and through your

Oceanside email! 

Have a great winter break!! 

Queen Victoria and Prince Albert were seen in

an illustration for London News in winter of

1846 standing around a large, decorated

Christmas tree. After the Queen welcomed the

tree, most of Britain followed with America

quickly behind them. The fashion-conscious

American society soon invented more than just

candles to embellish the Christmas trees and,

before they knew it, Christmas ornaments were

a staple item. These homemade ornaments,

along with strung popcorn, berries and nuts

could now be seen adorning the green trees in

most American homes by the early 20th

century. The further use of electric lights soon

completely replaced the dangerous Christmas

tree candles with electric light strands, able to

easily be turned on or off. These electric lights

also led to the Rockefeller Center Christmas

tree, which still is seen and advertised today.

Next time you look at your Christmas tree, just

think about all the strange Christmas tree

forms that came before it.
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 CLUB FEATURE:
AMBASSADOR

CLUB
BY

Ashley Angerman, Sophomore

OCA’s new Ambassador Club has quickly become

the heart of Oceanside. As this club continues to

grow, the environment of our school changes only

for the better. We interviewed the club founder

and president, Adam El Hassan, to learn more

about what this program offers.

What is the Oceanside Ambassador Club?

The Ambassadors program is composed of

student leaders who assist the school in many

different capacities. The Ambassadors work

primarily with freshmen to help them have a

smooth transition to high school. We share eight

presentations-all made by the ambassadors-that

each focus on a different topic. Not only can you

find our ambassadors in the Reef classes, but,

starting second-semester, ambassadors will make

their way to sophomore classes to help prepare

students for dual enrollment. Our ambassadors

not only help our students but also play a major

role in helping incoming families. Ambassadors

help give open houses and this year all of our

ambassadors  assisted with back to the tank day. 

Why did you create this Ambassador Club?

When I transitioned from high school into the dual

enrollment classes, I felt lost and oftentimes did

not know what to do with myself. With the help of

Mrs.Cassell, I created this program to help the

many other students that feel this way. The

ambassadors have become an outlet to the

younger landsharks and have begun to create a

bond with them.

How often do you meet? What are the

requirements for becoming an ambassador? 

Ambassadors share at least one presentation

every month, and we usually meet two times a

month. Ambassadors applied and interviewed for

a spot out of a pool of 43 students. We selected

19 Juniors and Seniors based on their outstanding

personalities, leadership skills, and grades in the

classroom.

What are your thoughts on the Ambassador

Club’s growth?

I truly am amazed by the progress of this

program! When I founded the program last year,

we had 11 members who worked tirelessly to cover

almost 6 sections of Reef classes (usually at the

last minute). One year later, we have 19 members

and have been successful in all of our

presentations and activities. 

Anything else you want readers to know?

If you ever see the students in polos walking

around, those are our ambassadors. Be sure to

say hi and know that they are always willing to

talk and help no matter what you may need.

If you are interested in learning more about

Ambassador Club or becoming a member, email

Adam El Hassan or club sponsor, Mrs. Cassell.

Mrs. Cassel with
Oceanside Ambassadors



What is your favorite thing about

Oceanside?

My favorite thing about Oceanside is the

friendly atmosphere created by the staff,

faculty, and students. I can really tell that the

teachers care about my education and

understanding, and it's frankly a very reassuring

feeling to me. It's also nice getting out at 11:20

every day!

What is your favorite part of playing your

sport at OCA?

The best thing about the girl's basketball team

at Oceanside is that we are a family, not just a

team. We show up for each other every time

that it's needed. They're truly like a second

family to me.

What methods do you use to stay motivated

through school?

The feeling of a job well done has always

motivated me. I don't like when I finish

something and feel like I could have done

better, so I strive to do everything I can to do

my best.

What are your favorite hobbies?

In my free time I love to play basketball, watch

TV, and play solitaire.

Do you have any advice for new Oceanside

students?

The best advice I could give to anyone new to

Oceanside is to write down your work and be

organized. Writing your assignments down

along with their due dates and other important

information, such as quizzes and tests, will help

you out a lot. Not only will this help you be

aware of all your work, but it will allow you to

manage your time better.

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT:OLIVIA
PORTELLES

BY

Caroline Bailey, Junior



 

ALBUM REVIEW:
ADELE'S 30

BY

Sutton Bates, Sophomore

Music is an ever changing industry that is

constantly evolving in different ways; looking

back on the previous decade, you’ll easily see

the dominant genre change from party pop to

rap and hip-hop. As expected, many artists

have changed their music to match the switch.

However, one artist in particular stays true to

her ballad roots: Adele. She is particularly

known for her deep lyricism and powerhouse

vocals found on every track on each of her

albums. Her newest release, 30, is the first time

where she finally switched up her style a little

bit by featuring a more jazz-like sound in place

of the piano instrumentals. Before discussing

the songs themselves, it is crucial that we

discuss the events that have taken place over

the past 6 years in between Adele’s previous

release and this one. The one major change

being her divorce from her longtime husband,

Scott Konecki, and the start of a new

relationship with Rich Paul.

The divorce itself clearly took an emotional toll

on Adele and her 9-year-old son, Angelo

Adkins. The first single from the album, “Easy

On Me,” features Adele speaking to her son. 

 Through the lyrics, she discusses why she

dismantled his lifestyle in favor of her own

happiness. In fact, Adele stated that one of her

main purposes for writing the album was the

hope that Angelo would listen to it when he is

older and understand who his mother is and

why she took the actions she did. Another

popular song, “Oh My God,” describes Adele’s

first outings after her anxiety from the divorce

receded and she finally began venturing out

into the world and going on dates. The new

jazz-like influence on these two tracks, as well

as others, is used as a metaphor for Adele to

express how happy and self-assured she feels

at this time as opposed to her previous albums.

Some other tracks that stand out as favorites

are: “I Drink Wine,” “Hold On,” and “Can I Get

It.” Overall, it is incredibly refreshing to see

Adele in such a happy place with this album

and it is beautifully done! Although I only listed

a few reasons to like it, there are about “30"

(pun intended) more reasons to love this album.

Image from billboard.com



Take breaks from social media. These breaks

don’t need to be long, even just 24 hours will

do. We spend so much time on social media

and most of the time we don’t even notice.

Do something that brings you happiness

instead!

Develop better sleeping habits. I know the

fun of staying up late and talking to your

friends until 3 in the morning, but sleep is

crucial in order to focus at school, perform

well in your sports, and it is also important

for your health. 

Stop texting and driving, and keep it up if

you already avoid it. There have been over

1,000 traffic deaths in South Carolina this

year, and, unsurprisingly, phones are a major

contributor. Keep yourself and everyone

around you safe.

Participate in volunteer activities once a

month. Giving back to the community shows

your appreciation (we need service hours to

graduate anyways!).

Compliment someone everyday. If you like

something about someone, it is so important

to tell them. You never know if they are

having a bad day, and doing something kind

for them can turn that around. 

which creates motivation and discipline for you

in reaching your goals. Make sure your time

frame is realistic, so you don’t become

overwhelmed and discouraged. 

Here are some great ideas for your New Year’s

Resolutions:

I hope you enjoyed a wonderful 2021 and you

are prepared for a fresh start in 2022. Don’t

forget to set goals for yourself. Happy New Year!

 

ASK CLAIRE: GOAL
SETTING

BY

Claire Natale, Sophomore

With the new year right around the corner, we

are all ready for a fresh start and excited to

make New Year’s Resolutions. Setting goals for

yourself allows you to visualize the future and

what you want to achieve in a certain amount

of time. “SMART” goals are the perfect way to

begin your goal setting process. “SMART” goals

are specific, measurable, attainable, relevant,

and time-based. Specific goals are focused on

a particular task; having specific goals allows

you to know exactly what steps need to be

taken to reach those goals. Your goals need to

be measurable, the measurement defines your

“success” and serve as a marker of whether you

reached your goal or not. Attainability holds

one of the most important places in the goal

setting process: is your goal possible? Your

goals should be challenging, but not

impossible! Next, your goals need to be

relevant and worth your time. This creates

priorities and aligns your personal values. Lastly,

goals need to be time-based. This means your

goals need to have a deadline 

Have a question for Claire? Send an advice
question directly to

claire.natale@landsharks.org



 highlighting India’s harsh caste system that

keeps them separate. As an Indian person, the

author’s rich description of culture and tradition

felt deeply personal and familiar. I am

undeniably grateful for the opportunity to

connect with that part of my identity through this

novel. And while other readers may not relate to

this same value, I confidently believe that this

novel has the potential to allow any reader to

connect with its main characters, if not for their

culture, then for the universally passionate

emotions in which they celebrate and endure. As

a whole, it is a beautifully human work that I

would recommend to anyone willing to listen. 

 

BOOK REVIEW:
THE SPACE

BETWEEN US
BY

Tatiana Sabin, Senior

The Space Between Us by Thrity Umrigar, has

been on my reading list for what feels like eons.

Recommended by my best friends, this

inconspicuous novel continuously piqued my

curiosity, yet my bad habit of leaning on tried

and true rereads distracted me from ever

exploring it. I can say, regrettably, that I wish I

had read this novel years earlier. Umrigar sets

her story in the bustling Bombay, India. The

story centers on two seemingly contrasting

women: Sera, an affluent, respected widow

with a picturesque family, and Bhima, her

illiterate elderly servant living isolated in the

slums of Bombay. Through viscerally emotional

flashbacks, Umrigar reveals the hidden bond

between the women, while also

Author Thrity Umrigar
Photo Credit: The Jakarta Post

Photo Credit: Wiikapedia



"STOP"
A POEM BY ANONYMUS

“Grab your stuff”
She calls to me
“Shoes, racket, shir—”

the world stops.

then starts Again:

I grab my stuff, a walk to the car
with three items I’d gone to get
I hop in the seat
only for my mom to cry
“Why didn't you get your water bottle?”

�

Garlic and ginger hit my nose
While the tension grows
Between my parents
Because my issue is not apparent

My mother argues I need a doctor
While my dad—

the world stops.

then starts Again:

They both stare
As I sit unaware
Of what just happened
To me 

�

breath on this
it might feel bad
but do not resist
it will take a tad—

the world stops.

then starts Again:

they must stop
but this med may rob
You of your happiness

�

Sad, no
beyond sad
indescribable

Die, if
I died would someone miss me?

Hold, if
I hold on will this be—

the world stops.

then starts Again:

�

Bliss, like a calm summer afternoon;
Bliss, like a cup of hot cocoa on a chilly winter’s
eve;
Bliss, like the sound of the waves as they slosh
against the rocks;
Bliss, like the crackle of the fireplace and the
tinkle of soft holiday music;
Bliss, like cuddling under a blanket with a book
on a stormy day;
It’s over.

�

Swimming and playing
In the ocean,
A long day gone...

I lie in bed
To fall asleep
When in my head
I retreat

To where? 
Unknown.
With whom?
Alone.

The tingle starts
And like an art
Travels down
To pound
In my feet

When it recedes I cry and plead
To never return
But in my heart
My thoughts dart
And I know deep down
I won’t be found.
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